John Austen-Brown,
I found your article rather philosophically profound, thank you.
If we consider that the term Renaissance refers to a rebirth of the orginal 3rd Century BC Western science, a great
splitting of science can be observed to have ocurred. Charlemagne's Renaissance was based upon St Augustine's (in
collaboration with St Jerome) fusion of the Platonic tradition of Greek philosophy into the religion of the New
Testament. The appointed custodian of that science, the Chief Librarian of the Great Library of Alexandria was the
scientist and mathematician Hypatia, who was murdered by a Christian mob during Augustine's time. We can dismiss
as nonsense the claims made by the Cambridge philosopher of history, F M Cornford, that Plato and Aristotle were the
greatest fathers of the Christion religion, because the Classical Greek Era and the 3rd Century Greek science derived
from it can be demonstrated to have been based upon a fractal logic worldview whilst the Christian translation of it is
not based upon fractal logic at all.
The Harvard Smithsonian/NASA High Energy Astrophysics Division library published the papers showing the ancient
Greek science belonged to a fractal worldview. The NASA HIGH ENERGY PROJECT - BEYOND EINSTEIN, NEW
ENERGIES OF THE COSMOS cannot link the ancient Greek life-science to fractal logic because the second law of
thermodynamics governing the present fixed world demands that all life sciences can only be about species evolving
toward a universal heat death extinction rather than toward a fractal logic infinity. The NASA Project is scheduled for
research up to 2030 and I consider that once this argument becomes public knowledge then things will change for the
better.
Re; ECE really opens up the future and only one of the new discoveries is that energy latent in spacetime can be
extracted and used freely by mankind. No oil or coal burning, no atomic energy or greenhouse gas, but free electricity
flowing everywhere to industry, homes, planes, cars and ships. By adding ancient Greek spiritual, or holographic
engineering principles, already nano-photographed functioning within the DNA in defiance of the present
understanding of the second law, ECE technology becomes the basis of even rather more profound technologies.
During the early 1800s the English Church had the Rev, Thomas Malthus appointed director of economic and political
policies of the East India Company and his populaton essay became synonimous with the second law of
thermodynamics. Charles Darwin, employed by the East India Company fused his life science to second law entropc
logic. Bankers, manipulating various frictions between Church powers, inherited the power innate in the anti-life
properties of atomic decay, represented by the second law. Einstein's colleague, Sir Arthur Eddington called the second
law, the supreme metaphysical law of the entire universe, while on a lesser fanatical note, Einstein referred to it as the
premier law of all of science. ECE's modification of Einsteins work places it into the unified concept that Eddington
attempted in error to concieve. Maria Montessori, listed in TIME Magazine's Century of Science as the greatest
scientist of 1907, argued that by balancing the second law, which she reffered to as the global energy greed law, with
the conservation of universal energy law derived during the Classical Creek Era's (fractal) worldview, then the Golden
Gates to the Future could be opened. Monterssori was aluding to de Chardin's Golden Gates concept which has been
logically extrapolated into the ECE structure.
At present in Australia, my Science-Art Research Centre is working with medical people to demostrate how the
creative process belongs to a fractal logic physics in defiance of the unbalanced energy understanding of the second
law of thermodynamics.
Regards, Robert Pope.

